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Abstract—We develop a method for measuring the foresight agents have.
We first dichotomize an agent’s information at current datet into
knowledgeup to datet 1 f andexpectationsafter t 1 f. We then form a
residual-based test statistic that allows us to compare prediction errors for
econometric models based on different values off. We illustrate the
method, examining investment around tax reforms to measure the fore-
sight firms have about tax policy. In this illustration, current investment
appears to reflect currently available information but little foresight other
than foresight of enacted policy changes.

I. Introduction

DIFFERENT strands of research make substantially
different assumptions about the foresight economic

agents possess. Work in theoretical macroeconomics, for
instance, often assumesperfect foresightof the entire
future.1 Rational-expectations econometrics that substitutes
actual for expected values of variables similarly assumes
substantial foresight; with little foresight the substitution
would lead to large errors and hence have low efficiency.2

On the other hand, many macroeconomic models exhibit
statistically significantlagsof several years;3 these lags may
reflect information lags or negative foresight.4An intermedi-
ate specification ismyopicexpectations, which amounts to
knowledge of current variables but no foresight of the future.
Myopic expectations are common in applied work. A good
example is that many comparative static or comparative
dynamic analyses of economic policy implicitly assume
agents have myopic policy expectations; this occurs when
agents in an initial equilibrium are treated as having adjusted
fully to an initial policy, which then is replaced by a new
policy that was not foreseen by agents in the initial
equilibrium. Given these divergent treatments, it is natural to
ask how much foresight agents actually have. In this paper,
we develop a method for measuring the foresight agents
have, and, as an illustration, we apply the method to study
foresight about tax policy.
The approach begins with the assumption that agents have

information sets with a particular structure. We think of an
agent in a current periodt asknowingthe values of a set of
variables up to a future or past datet 1 f, and as having
expectationsconditional on information att 1 f of variables

after datet 1 f. When information sets have this structure,f
measures the degree of foresight, so the question ‘‘how
much foresight’’ is then formally ‘‘what is the value off ?’’
To measuref, we treatf as a parameter that describes the
agent and we model how the agent’s behavior depends on
the value off. In this way, econometric estimating equations
depend onf. Our approach is to estimate models with
different values off and to compare fits of the models to
determine the value off that best describes actual behavior.
An important consideration is that some periods in a longer
time series of data may contain events that are particularly
informative about the value off that best describes actual
behavior. To accommodate this, we develop a residual-based
test statistic forf that allows the researcher to focus on
periods believed to contain potentially informative events.
We illustrate the method by estimating the foresight of tax

policy that is reflected in the investment by firms in the U.S.
economy. Foresight of tax policy is particularly important in
years around major tax reforms, so tax reforms are the
events that provide information aboutf in the application
here. As a simple example, a firm that knows an investment
tax credit is going to be imposed in an upcoming tax reform
has an incentive to postpone investment to take advantage of
the credit, whereas a firm without such foresight has no such
incentive; thus an examination of the timing of investment
around tax reforms provides information about the value of
f. To apply the approach, we need a model of investment.
There are several models in the literature, from neoclassical
and related models with an optimizing structure to various
naive models. Although naive models sometimes outper-
form structural ones, we choose a structural model because
interpretation of the analysis is more clear-cut if the
estimating equations are derived from microeconomic prin-
ciples. We estimate the model for investment in equipment
and structures during 1947–1990, paying particular attention
to the major U.S. tax reforms of 1954, 1962, 1981, and 1986.
We identify best values off for equipment and structures for
each reform. We then aggregate over tax reforms to estimate
a best ‘‘overall’’ measure off. For reform-specific and
overall measures off, we also compute the confidence with
which it is possible to say that one value off describes data
better than another value off.

II. Preliminaries

To set the stage, we assume that a representative firm
produces output in a general (second-order) way using a variable
factor (labor) andN quasi-fixed factors (types of capital).
This specification is designed to extract information from
how changes in the tax treatments of different assets affect
both the composition and the overall level of investment.
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The firm faces capital adjustment costs and has a linear-
quadratic variable factor demand function:
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where the value ofL is the quantity of labor employed in
discrete periodt, K t 5 [K1,t , . . . , KN,t]8 is a vector of
beginning-of-period capital inputs in periodt, DK t 5

K t11 2 K t is net investment, andYt is output. Parameters in
(1) area0, aY, aYY, b 5 [b1, . . . ,bN]8, bY 5 [b1,Y, . . . ,
bN,Y]8, G 5 (g ij ), which is anN3 N symmetric matrix, and
V 5 (v ii ), which is anN3 N diagonal matrix that captures
adjustment costs.
Because corporations account for most value added in the

United States, we assume the firm is taxed as a corporation.
The corporate tax rate in periodt is ut and the variable
(non-capital) input is numeraire so the firm’s variable costs
for a given output level are (12 ut) L(K t , DK t , Yt). The
relative acquisition price of capital of typei in periodt isPi,t

with Pt 5 [P1,t , . . . , PN,t]8, and the relative net price of
capital of typei in period t is Qi,t with Qt 5 [Q1,t , . . . ,
QN,t]8. We takeQi,t to equalPi,t (12 ki,t 2 utZi,t ), whereki,t
is the investment tax credit for capital of typei with kt 5

[ k1,t , . . . , kN,t]8 andZi,t is the discounted present value of
future allowed depreciation deductions for capital of typei
with Z t 5 [Z1,t , . . . , ZN,t]8, all in yeart; this simplifies by
assuming that firms value current as well as future allowed
depreciations at the current corporate tax rate. The diagonal
matrix d captures rates of economic depreciation for each
type of capital.5 The firm’s total after-tax costs in periodt are
then6

C(ut, K t, K t11, Yt,Qt) 5 (12 ut)L(K t, DK t, Yt)

1 Q8t(DK t 1 dK t).
(2)

As is common, we assume that the firm chooses capital
inputs to minimize the discounted present value of costs to
an infinite horizon,
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(3)

where Et denotes expectations conditional on the firm’s
information set at timet and r t1s is a known real discount
rate.

III. Information Sets

To solve (3), it is necessary to specify knowledge and
expectations at timet of the random variablesut1t , k t1t ,
ut1t Z t1t , Yt1t , andPt1t , for t $ 0. We measure time in
years sof is the number of years of foresight that is reflected
in investment in yeart. The value off may be positive,
negative, or zero. Because we wish to focus on the amount
of policy foresight that firms have, we treat expectations of
tax-policy variables (ut1t , k t1t , andut1t Z t1t) as governed
by a value off, but treat expectations of variables character-
izing macroeconomic conditions (Yt1t , and Pt1t) more
traditionally. Thus we take the year-t information set of the
firm to consist of all values of tax-policy variables up to year
t 1 f, plus all values of macroeconomic variables up to
yeart.
Because major policy changes seem to occur randomly

and occasionally, there is little reason to take expectations of
policy after t 1 f to be given by a smooth autoregressive
moving-average (ARMA) process. Instead, we assume that
policy expectations are given by martingales with respect to
the year-t information set. The year-t information set con-
tains the values of policy variables for years to and including
t 1 f, so we define a sequence5xt1f1t 6 for t 5 1, . . . , T,
given f andt $ 0, to be amartingale with respect to xt1f if
Etxt1f1t 5 Etxt1f , `. Martingale expectations capture a
stylized form of uncertainty or unpredictability: att, firms
may attach probabilities to increases and decreases in policy
parameters aftert 1 f but theexpectedpolicy change is zero.
The martingale specification is simple to implement and
may be a useful approximation for modeling agents who
have better information about the present or near future than
about the distant future. Indeed, the specification may be
theoretically correct and not merely an approximation under
several conditions. It is perforce correct if agents economize
on information processing by themselves acting as if there is
a period of knowledge and a subsequent period in which a
continuation of the status quo is expected. The specification
may also be theoretically correct if actual policy follows a
martingale, for which there is some empirical evidence.7

We focus on three values off. The first isf 5 1, which has
the firm knowing this year’s and next year’s policies and
seeing policy thereafter as a martingale with respect tonext
year’s policy. Formally, f 5 1 implies that expectations

5 Economic depreciation means physical depreciation plus obsolescence.
Note that Hulten and Wykoff (1981) find that exponential depreciation,
assumed here, fits data from used asset markets better than do either
straight-line or rectangular (one-horse-shay) depreciation.
6 In detail, total after-tax costs areL(K t, DK t, Yt) 1 P8t (DK t 1 dK t ) 2 At,

where the first two terms are expenses for labor and investment andAt ;
utL (K t, DK t, Yt) 1 Si51

N (utZi,t 1 ki,t)Pi,t (DKi,t 1 di,iKi,t ) is total tax benefits,
which is the value of deductions for labor costs and allowed depreciation
plus the value of the investment tax credit.

7 Barro (1979) derives conditions under which tax policy follows a
martingale in an optimal-tax model of government. Barro (1981), Kingston
(1987), and Mankiw (1987) find that actual tax policy is approximated
closely by a martingale. Sahasakul (1986) and Bizer and Durlauf (1990),
on the other hand, reject a martingale on the finding that actual tax rates
move predictably with wars, recessions, and elections. The latter rejections
should be of second-order importance here. Most notably, the rejections
occur because firms havemore information about future policy than is
embodied in current policy, but this is just what we allow for in taking the
amount of policy foresight as a variable to be measured.
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about the investment tax credit followEtk t 5 k t and
Etk t1t 5 k t11 for t $ 1, the latter capturing martingale
expectations. Thus whenf 5 1, the firm sees a change in ITC
from t to t 1 1 and reacts by shifting investment optimally
from the year the ITC is lower to the year it is higher. For
allowed depreciation deductions and the corporation tax rate
we make analogous assumptions whenf 5 1:Etut 5 ut and
Etut1t 5 ut11 for t $ 1; andEtutZt 5 utZt andEtut1t Zt1t 5

ut11Zt11 for t $ 1. Note that f 5 1 gives firms less
knowledge than would perfect foresight ofall future policy;
the latter case isf 5 ∞.
The second value isf 5 0, which has the firm knowing

this year’s policy and seeing future policy as a martingale
with respect tothis year’spolicy. Formally, it hasEtk t1t 5

k t , Etut1t 5 ut , andEtut1t Z t1t 5 utZ t , for t $ 0. The
specification withf 5 0 can be thought of as myopia in the
setup here because myopia implies thatexpectedfuture
policy always equals current policy, which occurs with
martingale expectations iff 5 0. In the case of the ITC when
f 5 0, the firm doesnotsee a change in the ITC fromt to t 1

1 and hence doesnot react by shifting investment from the
year the ITC is lower to the year it is higher. The firm’s
behavior around a tax reform thus differs underf5 0 andf5

1, which means that it should be possible to distinguish the
two values by examining shifts in investment around tax
reforms.
The third value isf 5 21, which has the firm in yeart

knowing policy only up to the previous year (t 2 1) and
seeing policy as a martingale with respect to the previous
year’s policy. Formally,f 5 21 hasEtk t1t 5 kt21,Etut1t 5

ut21, andEtut1t Z t1t 5 ut21Z t21, for t $ 21. It should also
be possible to distinguishf 5 21 from f 5 0, because
investment responses to tax changes would tend to be
delayed one year iff 5 21 fits better.
The best fit with observed data may occur withf 5 1 if the

process of tax reform is a slow one that generates informa-
tion about policy changes roughly a year before the changes
take effect and if there are only small lags between the
arrival of information and the placing in service of new
capital in response to the information. We do not study the
valuef 5 2 here for two reasons. First, observed tax reforms
are typically in the works for less than about a year and it is
usually uncertain whether policy is really going to change
and in what way for much of the time that the reform is in the
works, so we have little prior expectation thatf 5 2 would fit
better thanf 5 1. Second and perhaps decisively, the only
effect on our estimating equations that would be caused by
shifting fromf 5 1 to f 5 2 would be to change the value of
planned investment between next year and the year after.8

With the parameter values we estimate, investment in the
current year is affected only slightly by changes in this
planned investment. As a result, it should be difficult to
distinguishf 5 1 from f 5 2.

On the other hand, the best fit with observed data may
occur withf 5 21 if firms’ own processes of factoring new
information into investment also take time; that is, if there
are information lags. For instance, information lags can
occur if firms do not continuously make optimal investment
decisions or if people in firms do not immediately observe
and assimilate all currently available data about economic
conditions.
We treat expectations of macroeconomic variables more

traditionally. Short-run changes in variables reflecting mac-
roeconomic conditions (Yt1t andPt1t for low t) fit ARMA
models reasonably. To make estimation tractable and in
particular to avoid the problem that ARMA expectations
may grow faster than the discount rate, we follow the
approach of Prucha and Nadiri (1984) by assuming that
firms have a planning horizon ofH years, have ARMA
expectations ofYt1t andPt1t for t # H, and have martingale
expectations ofYt1t andPt1t for t . H. Prucha and Nadiri
(1986) report Monte Carlo evidence thatH 5 5 andH 5 10
provide good approximations to the case withH 5 ∞, so
even if an ARMA model is better for the distant future,
martingale expectations should approximate it closely. In
detail, we fit univariate ARMAmodels to growth rates ofYt

and changes in the level ofPt to modelEtYt1t andEtPt1t for
t # H. (We fit DPt rather thanD lnPt , which is the growth
rate ofPt , becausePt is an index.) The order of the ARMA
models is selected using the Akaike information criterion.
BeyondH, martingale expectations forYt andPt mean that
we assumeEtYt1H1t 5 EtYt1H and EtPt1H1t 5 EtPt1H for
t . 0, where numerical values ofEtYt1H and EtPt1H are
taken from theARMAmodels.
We make two additional, technical assumptions to be able

to pass expectations throughC(·). First, we assume thatPt1t

is mean independent ofk t1t and ut1t Z t1t so EtQt1t is
simplyEtPt1t times theN-vector with generic element 12
Etkn,t1t 2 Etut1tZn,t1t . This assumption may not fit the
data we examine exactly if capital goods have rising supply
curves so tax incentives to invest cause capital prices to
rise.9 The assumption notwithstanding, our treatment mod-
els expectations of policy and macroeconomic variables
separately in calculatingEtQt1t , which allows for more
detail than would the more common procedure of treating
EtQt1t as the outcome of an ARMA process. Second, we
assume thatut1t and Yt1t are mean-independent random
variables:Etut1t Yt1t 5 Et ut1t Et Yt1t .

IV. Estimating Equations

Under the informational assumptions made above, mini-
mization of (3) is equivalent to minimization of

o
t50

`

p
s50

t

(11 rt1s)21Ct1t, (4)

8 In terms of the estimating equation (10) of the next section, the only
effect of shifting fromf 5 1 to f 5 2 would be to change the value of the
optimal (planned) capital stock for the year after next year, which isK t

(2).

9 Results in Shapiro (1986a, p. 128) suggest that our assumption may be a
reasonable approximation; Shapiro finds that ‘‘there is no feedback from
the quantities to the price variables.’’
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whereCt1t 5 C(Etut1t , K t1t , K t1t11, EtYt1t , EtQt1t). In
each yeart, the firm computes an optimal capital program
5K t

(t)6t51
` , where K t

(t) is the optimal capital vector at the
beginning of yeart 1 t given the firm’s decisions in yeart.
Because the firm has a planning horizon ofH years, we
assume that capital stock values satisfyK t

(t) 5 K t
(H), so the

firm’s minimand (4) simplifies to

o
t50

H21

p
s50

t

(11 rt1s)21Ct1t 1 3p
s50

H21

(11 rt1s)214 rt1H
21

3 C(Etut1H, K t1H, K t1H, EtYt1H, EtQt1H),

(5)

where the second term captures costs beyond the planning
horizon.
We define the input-demand equations for next year’s

capital stocks to be the optimal capital stocks for the
beginning of yeart1 1 based on the information available in
yeart, plus an error vectore t 5 [ e1,t , . . . ,eN,t]8:

K t11 5 K t
(1) 1 et . (6)

The error can be thought of as optimization error that
captures failure by firms to set the capital stock to its optimal
value K t

(1). Alternatively the error can be thought of as
reflecting simple mismeasurement of the capital stock or
random shocks due to unforeseen events that prevent the
firm from attaining the optimal valueK t

(1). The optimal
capital stock path is obtained from the system of first-order
conditions for optimization of (5):

2(12 ut1t11)VK t
(t12)

1 [(1 2 ut1t11)(V 1 G)

1 (11 rt1t11)(12 ut1t)V]

3 K t
(t11) 2 (11 rt1t11)(12 ut1t)VK t

(t)

5 Et[ht1t] for t 5 0, . . . ,H 2 2,

(7)

[r t1H(12 ut1H21)V 1 (12 ut1H)GK t
(H)

2 r t1H(12 ut1H21)VK t
(H21)

5 2Et [(1 2 ut1H)(b 1 bYYt1H)

1 (rt1HQt1H21

2(I 2 d)Q t1H)], for t 5 H 21,

(8)

where

h t1t 5 25(12 ut1t11)(b 1 bYYt1t11)

1 (11 rt1t11)Qt1t 2 (I 2 d)Qt1t116,
(9)

with K t
(0) 5 K t .

Using (7)–(9), the input demand equations for next year’s

capital stock are

K t11 5 [(1 2 ut11)(V 1 G) 1 (11 rt11)(12 ut)V ]21

3 5(12 ut11)VK t
(2)

1 (11 rt11)(12 ut)VK t 1 Eth t 6 1 et,

(10)

where the optimal capital vector two years into the future,
K t

(2), is solved from the system (7)–(9).

V. Data

We use annual data. Although quarterly data might allow
for finer measurement of the foresight firms have about
future policy, we see two reasons why a shift to quarterly
data might introduce more noise than additional informa-
tion. First, the Bureau of EconomicAnalysis (BEA) cautions
that the quarterly capital stock is measured less precisely
than the annual capital stock. Second, use of yearly data
tends to average out higher frequency fluctuations inYt and
Pt that may be irrelevant to the planning processes of firms
that make plans and stick to them even when conditions
change slightly.
The data cover 1947–1990, so after differencing we have

42 observations. The small number of observations imposes
a fairly severe limitation on how finely the model may be
disaggregated because the number of parameters in the
variable factor demand function is (1/2)N2 1 (7/2)N 1 3.
For instance, 12 parameters inL must be estimated ifN5 2
while 18 parameters must be estimated ifN 5 3 and 25
parameters must be estimated ifN5 4.
Accordingly, we focus on the equipment/structures split,

which hasN 5 2. We measure output (Yt) as real private,
nonagricultural nonresidential output in the United States
(source: BEA). Capital stocks (K t) are real (1982 dollars)
fixed nonagricultural nonresidential net capital stocks pro-
vided by the BEA. Our category ‘‘equipment’’ is the sum of
19 of the 20 subcategories based on the disaggregation
found in the National Income and Product Accounts; we
exclude agricultural machinery. The category ‘‘structures’’
consists of 10 subcategories; we exclude religious, educa-
tional, hospital, and institutional buildings as these are
largely non-profit and hence are likely subject to different
incentives than those modeled here. In keeping with our
exclusion of agriculture, we also exclude farm buildings
from structures.
We measure labor as total annual hours worked in private

nonagricultural nonresidential sectors using data from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). We multiply annual
private nonfarm employment by 52 times average weekly
hours to get total hours. Our price series for equipment and
structures (Pt) come from the BEA and are normalized by
dividing by the average real hourly private nonagricultural
wage as labor is the numeraire; wage data are from the BLS.
The BEA’s series forPt include adjustments for technologi-
cal change; to this extent our estimation consistently adjusts
for technological change. The BEAcomputes price series for
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equipment and structures using fixed weights equal to shares
of the 1982 capital stock in disaggregated subcategories of
equipment and subcategories of structures for years after
1958 but using implicit price deflators for years up to 1958.
To splice series before and after 1958, we predict the fixed-
weighted series for 1947–58 from the implicit-deflator series
using quadratic regression on the period 1958–70, during
which time the relationship between the two series was
fairly stable. Economic depreciation rates (d) are taken from
Hulten andWykoff (1981).
We compute the real discount rater t as a weighted

average of net (of corporation tax) returns on debt and equity
in yeart. The weights are 0.725 on debt finance and 0.275 on
equity finance, these being the average debt and equity
shares over the period 1947–1981 reported by Holland
(1984, table 2B2a); this treatment assumes that marginal
investment is financed in the same way as inframarginal
investment.10We take the real return on equity in yeart to be
the sum of dividends int plus stock price int 1 1 all divided
by stock price int, for a share of stock corresponding to the
Standard and Poors index.11The net real return on debt is the
nominal return on debt adjusted by an inflation factor and
multiplied by one minus the corporation tax rate to account
for deductibility of business interest. We take the nominal
return to be the annual rate on Aaa corporate bonds as rated
by Moodys. Because labor is numeraire, the correct inflation
factor is the rate of wage inflation, which we measure using
the wage series from the BLS.
The corporate tax rate is constructed from Internal

Revenue Service (IRS) publications and includes state taxes
on corporate income.12 Data on the investment tax credit
also come from IRS publications. We first calculate the ITC
for each of the disaggregated subcategories of capital, then
aggregate into series for equipment and structures using
1982 capital stock weights. We reduce ITC rates after 1982
by the value of allowed depreciation deductions lost because
ITC payments reduce the allowed basis for depreciation.
Depreciation schedules used to calculateZ t come from IRS
publications. In discounting future allowed depreciation
deductions, we assume a straight 4% real discount rate and
also assume that firms choose the tax treatment that maxi-
mizesZ t in each year.13

It is important to understand the timing of changes in tax

policy variables around major tax reforms. We see in table 1
that three of the four major tax reforms became law about
three-quarters into the year but that critical provisions were
made effective retroactive to the beginning of the year of
enactment. Because of retroactive provisions, we must
choose a convention for defining policy in a year. One
possibility would be to let policy during the year be the
policy actually on the booksfor most of the year. A second
possibility would be to let policy be the policy that ex post
turns out to have been applied for most of the year. We
choose the latter, ex post definition of policy. This should be
borne in mind when interpreting exactly what a given value
of fmeans.Whenf 5 0, for instance,Etk t 5 kt . With ex post
data, the firm for the first three quarters of a tax-reform year
is therefore assumed to know that the policy enacted after
three quarters will in fact be enacted and applied retroac-
tively. Thus we should think off 5 0 as actually giving firms
something like an average of 41⁄2 months of policy foresight.
Analogously,f 5 1 gives 161⁄2 months of policy foresight,
andf 5 21 gives a 71⁄2 month policy lag.

VI. Estimation

According to the investment model used in the application
here, the optimal investment decision in any year is the
solution to a sequence of Euler equations and a transversal-
ity condition, which means that investment in a year depends
on an entire program of optimal capital stocks for all future
years. There are two approaches for dealing with the
econometric problem that future optimal capital stocks are
unobservable. The easiest is simply to replace future optimal
values with future observed values in estimating equations
and to impose rational expectations, assuming that any error
introduced by the replacement is uncorrelated with other
sources of error in the equations.14 Because the replacement
introduces error, however, the approach is not fully efficient.
Put differently, replacing optimal with observed values
effectively bases estimation of current investment on only
the current-year Euler equation, ignoring information in all
future Euler equations and the transversality condition. A
Monte Carlo study by Prucha and Nadiri (1986) finds this
efficiency loss to be considerable and also finds the approach
subject to substantial finite-sample bias. The second ap-

10 In preliminary work, we experimented with putting all weight on debt
and all weight on equity; the results were not sensitive to the choice of
weight. We also measuredr t as the short-term real Treasury bill rate and
obtained essentially the same results. Use of a constant real interest rate of
4%, on the other hand, gave poorer results.
11 Auerbach and Hassett (1990) find that estimated investment equations

are not sensitive to alternative treatments of the cost of equity capital.
12 Because most corporate value added is produced by corporations

facing the maximum federal corporate rate, we takeut to be the maximum
federal corporate rate times one plus a factor for the share of state revenues
in total corporate tax payments. Variation inut is due mainly to variation in
the maximum federal rate.
13We chose to impose a fixed, positive discount rate instead ofr t (which

often is negative) to avoid making values ofZn,t unreasonably large; the
empirical results are not particularly sensitive to reasonable choices of the
fixed discount rate. Note that Summers (1987) reports that discount rates in

excess of 4% are sometimes used by firms to discount allowed depreciation
deductions.
14 Examples of the approach are in Kennan (1979), Hansen (1982),

Hansen and Singleton (1982), Pindyck and Rotemberg (1983a, b), and
Shapiro (1986b).

TABLE 1.—MAJOR POSTWAR U.S. TAX REFORMS

Enactment
Date

Effective Dates of Change

ut kt Zt

Aug. 16, 1954 Apr. 1, 1955 — Jan. 1, 1954
Oct. 16, 1961 — Jan. 1, 1962 —
Aug. 13, 1981 — Jan. 1, 1981 Jan. 1, 1981
Oct. 22, 1986 July 1, 1987 Jan. 1, 1986 Jan. 1, 1987
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proach, which performed better in the Prucha-Nadiri study
and which we use, is to solve analytically for the future
optimal capital stocks,K t

(2), in (10).15 This approach uses
full information from all future Euler equations and the
transversality condition.
We estimate jointly the variable factor demand equation

(1) and the capital demand equations (10), taking account of
the cross-equation restrictions implicit in (10). To do this, an
errorh t is appended to (1). We assume that the error vector
(e t , h t) has a multivariate normal distribution centered at
zero with covariance matrixV. Because the dependent
variable in (1) does not appear as a regressor in (10), the
system of the two equations is triangular. Lahiri and Schmidt
(1978) show that, for triangular systems, the iterated seem-
ingly unrelated regressions (SUR) estimator is identical to
the full information maximum likelihood (FIML) esti mator,
which is asymptotically efficient. We therefore con struct an
iterated SUR estimator for the parameters of (1) and (10).16

The subsystem (10) requires an estimate ofK t
(2), which in

turn requires estimates of the parameters that appear in
(7)–(9). Becausee t and h t may be correlated andK t11

appears as a regressor in (1) as part ofDK t , we obtain these
parameter estimates from instrumental variables estimation
of (1) usingDK t21 as instruments.
We use the estimated values from this first-stage regres-

sion of (1) to compute from (7)–(9) the capital stock
program5K t

(1), . . . ,K t
(H)6 that is optimal in yeart. Next we

insertK t
(2) from the optimal program into (10) and estimate

(1) and (10) by SUR to obtain a new set of parameter
estimates, then reinsert the new estimates into (7)–(9) to
recompute the optimal capital stock programK t

(2), iterating
until estimates converge.17 Parameter estimates for each of
the three values off are in the appendix.
The issue of unit roots deserves mention. First, we are

unable to reject the null that a unit root is present in the
autoregressive lag polynomial for any variable in (1) and
(10) except forDK t , ut , r t , andQt . There are thus two
concerns. First, ifresiduals from (1) and (10) have unit
roots, then the regression results may be spurious. To test for
unit roots in the residuals, we perform augmented Dickey-
Fuller test on the residuals from (1) and (10).18We can reject

null hypotheses that the residual vector from either (1) or
(10) has a unit root. The second concern is that the failure to
reject unit roots implies that our estimator may not be
asymptotically normally distributed. This affects how one
might calculate critical values and hence perform statistical
inference about the estimated parameters, but is not a
problem for our purposes. Namely, we compute critical
values to judge which value off fits best around tax reforms
using a bootstrap procedure described below, and not using
estimated standard errors from the iterated SUR procedure.

VII. The Best Value off

We wish to judge which of the three values off best
describes actual behavior. A natural approach would be to
compare how estimates based on each of the three fit invest
mentacross the entire time series. On this basis the three
values do about equally well, asR2 values for (10) are
essentially identical across values off. Given that the three
values of f fit equally well across the entire sample, an
alternative approach is to take the best value off to be the
value that best predicts the time pattern of investment
around major tax reforms. We use this approach because
investment around tax reforms is likely to be particularly
informative aboutf. Specifically, we examine diagnostic test
statistics based on sums of squared residuals for investment
the year before and the year of the four major tax reforms.
For the 1954 reform, for instance, we examine actual and
predicted investment for 1953 and 1954. The test statistics
we compute are

f i,s( f ) 5
[DKi,s21 2 DK̂ i,s21( f )]2 1 [DKi,s 2 DK̂ i,s( f )]2

o
t51

T

ei,t
2 ( f )

(11)

wheres is the year of the tax-code change,DKi,t 5 Ki,t11 2

Ki,t is net investment in capital of typei in year t,
D K̂ i,t ( f ) 5 K̂ i,t11( f ) 2 K̂ i,t ( f ) is predicted investment
from the model when policy information is described by
foresight f, andei,t ( f ) 5 Ki,t 2 K̂ i,t ( f ) is the difference
between actual net investment and predicted net investment
given f. The denominator in (11) normalizes the squared
prediction errors in the numerator by the scale of squared
prediction errors across the entire sample.19 The purpose of
the normalization is to allow us to generate a distribution for
eachf i,s( f ) by performing bootstrap resampling (described
below) on the denominator in (11). The normalization is
consistent with the idea that residuals around tax reforms are

15 Sargent (1978), Meese (1980), Hansen and Sargent (1980, 1981),
Bernanke (1983), Epstein and Yatchew (1985), Nadiri and Prucha (1986),
and Mohnen et al. (1986) apply this approach to various problems by
assuming that expectations of future variables follow autoregressive
processes.
16 Prucha (1987) points out that the covariance matrix from iterated SUR

is not consistent. IfK t
(2) were observed, a consistent estimator of the

covariancematrix could be obtained by using the parameter estimates from
iterated SUR as starting values for a FIML routine and taking standard
errors from the routine. We report standard errors derived using this
procedure. Because ourK t

(2) is calculated and not observed, however, our
standard errors are likely too small. As discussed below, we do not base
any subsequent analysis on these standard errors.
17 The convergence criterion is (SSRj21 2 SSRj )/(SSRj 1 1026) , 1028,

whereSSRj is the sum of the squared residuals from thei th iteration.
18 Precisely, the null under the augmented Dickey-Fuller tests is that an

equa tion is a cointegrating relation, that is, a relation in which the
dependent variable and at least one of the regressors contain unit roots but
the error term does not contain a unit root.

19 If the sum of all squared residuals (the denominator in (11)) were to
differ markedly across values off, thenf i,s( f ) might be lower for a value
of f that yielded a worse fit across the entire sample than for a value that
yielded a better fit. As noted earlier, this is not a concern here becauseR2

values and hence sums of squared residuals across the sample period are
essentially identical for different values off.
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the main source of information about the foresight that
agents possess; the normalization ensures that we do not
obtain a low value of the test statisticf i,s( f ) unless residuals
around reformsare small relative to other residuals.
We compute and report in table 2 values off i,s(21),

f i,s(0), and f i,s(1) for investment in equipment and in
structures for each of the four major tax reforms.A low value
of f i,s( f ) indicates that the model with foresightf fits actual
data well for capital of typei around the tax reform in years.
In the left-most column we see for the equipment diagnostic
around the 1954 reform thatf i,s( f ) reaches a minimum at
f 5 0, indicating that the best value off among the three we
consider isf 5 0 in this case. For the structures diagnostic
around the 1954 tax reform, on the other hand,f i,s( f )
reaches a minimum atf 5 21, indicating that the best value
of f is f 5 21. Results are more clear-cut for the 1962 and
1981 reforms:f 5 0 fits best for both equipment and
structures. For 1986,f 5 21 fits best for equipment andf 5

1 fits best for structures. This result for structures is
consistent with the idea that firms acted from ‘‘knowledge’’
that changes in provisions affecting structures (ut andZ t but
not k t) would only become effective in 1987; that is, that
firms had an information lead in this case. Because the
equipment diagnostic favorsf 5 21 and the underlying
model assumes thatf takes the same value for both
equipment and structures, however, the result for 1986 does
not cleanly exhibit a best value off.
To determine the value off that fits best over all four tax

reforms, we compute aggregate diagnostics for equipment
and structures,

f i ( f ) 5 f i,1954( f ) 1 f i,1962( f )

1 f i,1981( f ) 1 f i,1986( f ).
(12)

In the last column of table 2 we see that the best overall fit
occurs withf 5 0. For structures, however,f 5 21 appears
to fit almost as well asf 5 0.
Table 2 indicates thatf 5 0 fits U.S. investment data better

than do eitherf 5 21 or f 5 1 in aggregate and in all but
three instances of individual tax reforms. In instances where
f 5 0 fits better, it is natural to ask whether it fits better
enough so that we can reject hypotheses thatf 5 21 or f 5 1
with, say, 95% confidence. To evaluate this, we test null
hypotheses thatf 5 21 and f 5 1 against the alternative
hypothesis thatf 5 0. Specifically, we study the distributions

of f i,s(21) 2 f i,s(0) andf i,s(1) 2 f i,s(0), which measure
how much betterf 5 0 fits than f 5 21 and f 5 1,
respectively. Under the null that data are generated by
f 5 21, for instance, the differencef i,s(21) 2 f i,s(0)
should be negative, whereas under the alternative that data
are generated byf 5 0, the differencef i,s(21) 2 f i,s(0)
should be positive. Similarly under the null that data are
generated byf 5 1, the differencef i,s(1)2 f i,s(0) should be
negative, whereas under the alternative that data are gener-
ated byf 5 0, the differencef i,s(1) 2 f i,s(0) should be
positive. We thus examine 95% confidence intervals for
f i,s(21) 2 f i,s(0) andf i,s(1) 2 f i,s(0): a strictly positive
confidence interval means that we can reject a null that
f 5 21 or f 5 1 in favor of the alternative thatf 5 0;
otherwise we cannot reject the null.
For the three instances wheref 5 21 or f 5 1 fit best, we

also ask whether it is possible to reject the hypothesis that
f 5 0 with 95% confidence. The tests are as above except
that the null in these cases isf 5 0 and the alternative is
f 5 21 or f 5 1. Thus if a 95% confidence interval for
f i,s(21) 2 f i,s(0) or f i,s(1) 2 f i,s(0) is strictly negative,
we can reject the null thatf 5 0 in favor of the alternative
that there is a one-year lag (f 5 21) or one year of foresight
( f 5 1), respectively.
Because the numerators and denominators of thef i,s( f )

are not independent, our test statistics do not follow
F-distributions. To approximate the distributions analyti-
cally is difficult. We therefore construct approximate distri-
butions of thef i,s( f ) 2 f i,s(0) for f 5 21 andf 5 1 by
replacement sampling (bootstrapping), which involves using
the set of residuals from the estimated system as a proxy for
the unknown errors in the system. Bootstrapping requires
that the starting sequence of residuals be uncorrelated. For
f 5 0 and a given type of capitali, we therefore begin with
the 42 SUR residuals and use the correlation structure in the
estimated covariance matrix to express the residuals in the
form ei,t (0) 5 Ki,t 2 K̂ i,t (0). We take this set as an original
population and sample from it with replacement to generate
a new set of 42 residuals,5ei,1(0), . . . ,ei,42(0)6. We proceed
in the same way forf 5 21, or for f 5 1, generating a new
set of 42 residuals,5ei,1( f ), . . . ,ei,42( f )6. We then use (11)
to calculate a value off i,s( f ) 2 f i,s(0). We repeat the
process, generating a large number of values off i,s( f ) 2

f i,s(0). Finally we use the generated distribution off i,s( f )2

f i,s(0) to calculate 95% confidence intervals forf i,s( f ) 2

f i,s(0), for f 5 21 andf 5 1.
We also bootstrapf i ( f ) 2 f i (0) for f 5 21 andf 5 1 to

compute 95% confidence intervals for the aggregate differ-
ence in fits of two amounts of foresight. The procedure is to
sample as just described and then use both (11) and (12) to
generate values off i ( f ) 2 f i (0).
When we use (11) to calculatef i,s( f ) 2 f i,s(0), we

condition on residuals around the tax reform (that is, on the
numerator in (11)), so we always include the three tax-
reform residuals in the new set of residuals and use
replacement sampling to find the other 39. We condition on

TABLE 2.—DIAGNOSTICS FORFITS OF VALUES OF f: fi,s( f )

Tax Reform

1954 1962 1981 1986 Aggregate

Equipment
Diagnostic: f 5 21 0.0050 0.0507 0.0329 0.0073 0.0959

f 5 0 0.0002 0.0110 0.0101 0.0120 0.0334
f 5 1 0.0103 0.1090 0.0659 0.0105 0.1957

Structures
Diagnostic: f 5 21 0.0004 0.0086 0.0055 0.0055 0.0200

f 5 0 0.0037 0.0021 0.0050 0.0090 0.0198
f 5 1 0.0059 0.0104 0.0123 0.0033 0.0318
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the numerator because it is the numerator that contains most
of the information about how well a value off predicts
investment, and this information would be lost if we were to
draw residuals randomly to form the numerator. When we
calculate distributions for the aggregate test statistics,
f i ( f ) 2 f i (0), we similarly condition on the numerator. An
alternative procedure in this case would have been to draw
residuals from the four tax-reform episodes in forming the
numerator. The alternative procedure would be correct if the
distribution of f i ( f ) 2 f i (0) calculated by replacement
sampling from the four tax reforms were the same as the
distribution off i,s( f ) 2 f i,s(0) for each tax reform. This
condition seems strong. For instance, our estimation proce-
dure captures effects of a tax reform operating through
changes in the values ofut , k t , andZ t , but misses effects
operating through changes in tax-shelter and other reform
provisions. Because such reform-specific mismeasurement
generally shows up in the residuals, the distribution of
residuals around one tax reform may differ from the
distribution around another tax reform.20

Confidence intervals calculated in this way are in table 3.
To understand the results, first consider instances of specific
reforms in whichf 5 0 fits best. This was the case for
equipment around the 1954 reform and for both equipment
and structures around the 1962 and 1981 reforms. We see in
the table that, for each of these instances except for
structures around the 1981 tax reform, confidence intervals
are strictly positive, implying that we can reject null
hypotheses for the presence of lags (f 5 21) and foresight
( f 5 1) in favor of f 5 0. For structures around the 1981
reform, on the other hand, we can reject the null for foresight
but cannot reject a one-year information lag.
Now consider the three instances in whichf5 21 or f5 1

fits best. From table 2, we saw thatf 5 21 fits best for
structures around the 1954 reform. From table 3, we see that

the confidence interval for this instance is strictly negative,
so we can rejectf 5 0 in favor of f 5 21. For equipment
around the 1986 reform,f 5 21 also fits best, but in this
instance the confidence interval brackets zero so we cannot
rejectf 5 0 in favor off 5 21. Finally, for structures around
the 1986 reform,f 5 1 fits best; in this instance the
confidence interval is strictly negative so we can rejectf 5 0
in favor of f 5 1.21

For aggregate test statistics, we saw in table 2 thatf 5 0
gives the best fit for both equipment and structures. From
table 3, we can reject with 95% confidence the presence of a
lag ( f 5 21) or of foresight (f 5 1) in favor off 5 0 for the
equipment diagnostic, but we cannot rejectf 5 21 or f 5 1
for the structures diagnostic.

VIII. Summary

We develop a method for measuring the amount of
foresight that agents have. Specifically, we assume that
agents acting at datet have knowledge of key variables up to
datet 1 f and have expectations of these variables beyond
t 1 f. This specification nests perfect foresight (f 5 `),
myopia (f > 0 together with martingale expectations), and
information lags (f , 0). We then construct a residual-based
test statistic for determining the value off that best fits
observed data; the test statistic is based on specific residuals
thought to be particularly informative. To illustrate the
method, we estimatef by comparing how models with
f 5 21, f 5 0, andf 5 1 predict investment residuals around
major post-war U.S. tax reforms.
In this application, the best fit appears to occur withf 5 0.

Because of our convention for defining policy in a year, this has
the interpretation that firms may have several months of policy
foresight, but probably not a year of foresight. An exception is
that U.S. investment behavior around the 1986 tax reform may

20 Confidence intervals under the alternative procedure may be larger or
smaller than the intervals we calculate. To see this simply, note that
confidence intervals reflect variances, thatf n( f ) 2 f n(0) is a ratio that
can be writteng1/g2, and that to a second-order approximation, the
variance ofg1/g2 is proportional tos 1

2/µ1
2 1 s 2

2/µ2
2 2 2s 12

2 /µ1µ2, where µi
ands i

2 denote the mean and variance ofgi ands12
2 denotes the covariance

betweeng1 andg2. Because our procedure treatsg1 as nonstochastic, we
measure the variance off n( f ) 2 f n(0) as f 2

2/µ2
2. Thus if s 12

2 is
sufficiently positive, the alternative procedure could result in a smaller
variance and hence smaller confidence intervals.

21 Auerbach and Hassett (1991) argue that the Tax Reform Act of 1986
created a rare period of several years of policy stability in which the ex post
tax treatment of investment was observable to firms. Auerbach and Hassett
also estimate a reduced-form investment model using data prior to 1986
and show that, for investment in equipment, ex post tax policy helps
explain predicted investment residuals for 1987–89 derived from the
model. Although their analysis is not designed to distinguish among
different amounts of foresight, their results suggest that firms may have
had some foresight of policy for a few years after 1986. Thus our result for
structures around the 1986 reform is broadly consistent with their result for
equipment.

TABLE 3.—95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR fi,s( f ) 2 fi,s(0)

Tax Reform

1954 1962 1981 1986 Aggregate

A. Are there lags (f 5 21)?

Equipment: [0.0025 0.0075]N [0.0175 0.0635]N [0.0087 0.0412]N [20.0092 0.0014] [0.0212 0.1160]N

Structures: [20.0055 20.0016]Y [0.0023 0.0106]N [20.0035 0.0040] [20.0091 0.0011] [20.0146 0.0125]

B. Is there foresight (f 5 1)?

Equipment: [0.0068 0.0128]N [0.0625 0.1267]N [0.0342 0.0725]N [20.0062 0.0045] [0.1018 0.2239]N

Structures: [20.0015 0.0051] [0.0035 0.0122]N [0.0009 0.0126]N [20.0111 20.0015]Y [20.0067 0.0274]

Note: N indicates that the answer to the question is No in that we can with 95% confidence reject a null thatf 5 21 or f 5 1 in favor of an alternative thatf 5 0, andY indicates that the answer to the question is Yes in
that we can with 95% confidence reject a null thatf 5 0 in favor of an alternative thatf 5 21 or f 5 1.
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be best fit byf 5 1. The explana tion may be that several
important provisions of the 1986 act became effective in the year
after enactment (1987), and passage of the act was a sufficient
ordeal politically so it was regarded as unlikely that new
legislation would interfere with the provisions becoming effec-
tive. A broad interpreta tion is that firms may have made use
of knowledge of current values of tax policy variables and
also knowledge of majorpendingchanges in the tax code.
We find little evidence, on the other hand, of information or
decision lags in recent U.S. investment behavior.
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APPENDIX

TABLE A1.—NONLINEAR ITERATED SUR PARAMETER ESTIMATES

Parameter

Value off

f 5 21 f 5 0 f 5 1

a0 112.269 211.440 71.098
(40.156) (32.901) (22.558)

aY 0.288 0.430 0.355
(0.110) (0.098) (0.063)

aYY 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002
(—) (—) (—)

b1 0.177 20.008 0.003
(0.109) (0.100) (0.90)

b2 20.950 20.541 20.467
(0.179) (0.158) (0.159)

b1Y 0.0004 0.0003 0.0003
(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)

b2Y 20.001 20.001 20.001
(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001)

g11 20.0003 0.0002 0.0001
(0.0005) (0.0004) (0.0004)

g12 20.001 20.001 20.001
(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0002)

g22 0.004 0.003 0.003
(0.0006) (0.0006) (0.0004)

v11 0.020 0.020 0.020
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

v22 0.012 0.011 0.011
(0.002) (0.003) (0.003)

AdjustedR2, Equipment 0.987 0.992 0.992
AdjustedR2, Structures 0.987 0.987 0.985

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses. Results are forH 5 10; results forH 5 5 are essentially
identical. To get estimates to coverage, we constrainedaYYto values reasonable on the basis of preliminary
estimation, then computed iterated SUR estimates of all other parameters. It turned out that estimated
values of other parameters were not sensitive to the choice ofaYY. We chose this procedure becauseaYY
does not enter the capital demand equations (10). Note that (10) must fit closely if the model is to track
capital stocks closely, which is necessary if our procedure is to be able to distinguish among different
values off.
Estimated parameters generally satisfy restrictions imposed by theory. Specifically,v11 . 0, v22 . 0,

g11 . 0, g22 . 0, g11g22 2 g12
2 . 0, ≠L t/≠Ki,s , 0, and≠Lt/≠Yt . 0 hold at estimated parameter values or

within one standard error given mean values ofKi,s andYt for all three values off. At mean values ofKi,s
andYt and forf 5 0, the estimated scale elasticity is 0.93, with output elasticities of 0.57 for labor, 0.31 for
equipment, and 0.05 for structures.
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